ERUA Teaching Weeks

Invite a colleague from one of the ERUA partner universities to your lecture or seminar!

ERUA brings together five young European reform universities that have joined forces to form a transnational university network with common values and goals in research, teaching and institutional development: The Universities of Paris 8 (France), Roskilde (Denmark), Konstanz (Germany), the University of the Aegean (Greece) and the New Bulgarian University (Bulgaria) have all been created as a place for educational reform in terms of curricula, interdisciplinary approaches, open science, assessment process and student engagement.

This alliance is based on a common ambition to develop a new type of collaboration, which connects European universities and makes it possible to rethink their place in the global context. More Information on ERUA

What?
ERUA gives you an opportunity to establish collaboration in your particular field of interest with colleagues from our ERUA partner universities. The Teaching Weeks are meant as a first step to get to know the partners: You can set up initial contacts via a virtual exchange within the framework of your seminar or lecture and thus draw out opportunities for further cooperation.

Who?
All members of the teaching staff can apply (Profs, Postdocs, PhDs).

When?
The Teaching Weeks should take place between November 2nd and 19th 2021
If these dates do not convene at all, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Where?
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the common lecture or seminar should take place as a virtual exchange.

Deadline: June 30th, 2021
How to apply?

If you wish to participate, please send us the following details:
   – Name of host and guest
   – Title of lecture / seminar and theme of the session
   – Date / local (link)

Email: erua@uni-konstanz.de  (Subject: Teaching Week)

Need some help?

We are pleased to help you to find a counterpart at one of our ERUA partner universities.

Contact:
Filipa Gonçalves
filipa.goncalves@uni-konstanz.de